
The optimized MediaZone Pro system 
excels at delivering everything you need in 
a digital signage turnkey package. The 
system comes preloaded with software and 
tested at the factory, so you don’t have to 
take up precious time and resources 
loading software and working through 
inevitable snags. Combined with a display, 
you’ll have all you need to create a digital 
signage channel that advertises, alerts, 
entertains and informs your viewers with 
dynamic and up-to-date information. 

By minimizing extensive configuring and 
time-wasting setup, our bundled system 
adds considerable value over buying an 
off-the-shelf computer that may or may 
not perform well. No worries. With the 
Keywest-configured rack-mount player that 
includes a 2-year warranty, you can be 
assured that your digital signage playlist 
will play reliably for many years to come. 

Our rack-mount system is provided in a 
standard 1-RU chassis that performs well 
under the extreme demands of digital 
signage applications. The system includes 
Wi-Fi and RS-232. Digital TV tuner with 
video input and streaming video inputs are 
popular options.  

Preloaded with our Windows 7 compatible 
digital signage software—MediaZone 
Editor  Pro—it supports a wide variety of 
media files for scheduled playback of 
playlists.  

And fortunately, building your media 
playlist is quick and easy with our 
intuitive user interface. Simply import 
media assets from the clipboard and place 
them into the user-configurable template. 
Media assets can be configured to run 
full-screen or in a “zone,” giving you the 
look and feel that works best for your 
application. 

MediaZone Pro raises the bar when it 
comes to delivering optimal results that 
will impress your patrons. With over 10 
years of continual innovation and field 
use, it is a proven champion that satisfies 
the most demanding digital signage 
requirements—all this at a price that 
makes it an exceptional value.  
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•  1-RU Rack-mount design includes mounting bracket for easy installation 

•  Includes industry-leading MediaZone Pro media management software 

•  24/7 operation with 1-year TotalCARE support and 2-year hardware warranty 

•  Includes NOAA Internet weather for auto-updating of local conditions 

•  Built-in support for local input and RSS content in tickers (crawls) 

•  Built-in support for time, temperature and date  

•  Built-in support for *MPEG 1-4  WMV, H.264, VOB, PPT, AVI (1), MOV 

•  Built-in support for animated GIF and Flash objects 

•  Built-in support for HTML page capture 

•  Built-in support for common graphic formats: JPG, BMP, PNG, GIF, TIF 

•  Built-in support for common audio formats: stereo analog, WAV, MP3, WMA  

•  Includes Playlog software for logging time/date stamps on media schedules 

•  ATSC/NTSC/QAM/CV *input for integrated TV picture-in-picture (*option) 

•  RTP and UDP streaming video input capable (option) 

•  InfoZone Pro Server compatible for enterprise level media management  

MODEL 

MXS-RM-MZP MXS-RM-MZP 
                                  MEDIAZONE PRO SOFTWARE BUNDLED WITH 

POWERFUL RACK MOUNT DIGITAL SIGNAGE MEDIA PLAYER 
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TV Video Output  
Add Part # MXS-RM/TV 
Note: Composite video (NTSC) 

Streaming *Video Input 
Add Part # MXS-RM/ST 
Note: Supports RTP, RTSP, UDP 

Interactive-3 Software 
Add Part # MXS-RM/I3MZP 
Note: Requires touch screen (not included) 

Video & Digital TV Tuner Input 
Add Part # MXS-RM/CT 
Note: Uses one USB port 

Download 
MediaZone Pro 

Software 
Brochure! 

POPULAR OPTIONS: 

*video & streaming decoders 
licensed by 

MXS-RM 

http://www.mediazonepro.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/MediaZone_Pro_Brochure.pdf
http://www.mediazonepro.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/MediaZone_Pro_Brochure.pdf
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